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INTRODUCTION

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, The Little Prince

"But seeds are invisible. They sleep deep in the heart of the earth’s darkness, until 
some one among them is seized with the desire to awaken. Then this little seed 
will stretch itself and begin—timidly at first—to push a charming little sprig 
inoffensively upward toward the sun. If it is only a sprout of radish or the sprig 
of a rose-bush, one would let it grow wherever it might wish. But when it is a bad 
plant, one must destroy it as soon as possible, the very first instant that one rec-
ognizes it. Now there were some terrible seeds on the planet that was the home 
of the little prince; and these were the seeds of the baobab. The soil of that planet 
was infested with them. A baobab is something you will never, never be able to get 
rid of if you attend to it too late. It spreads over the entire planet. It bores clear 
through it with its roots. And if the planet is too small, and the baobabs are too 
many, they split it in pieces…"

“Genocide is a process. The Holocaust did not start with the gas chambers, it started 
with hate speech,” Special Adviser to the UN Secretary-General on the Prevention of 
Genocide Adama Dieng pertinently noted. Indeed, history teaches us that words lie at the 
heart of every genocide in human history. 

Only 30 years have elapsed since the latest shocking example of mass human extermina-
tion. Between half and one million people were brutally killed in Rwanda in the short space 
of time between 7 April and 15 July 1994. A year earlier, a government radio station which 
would later be dubbed Radio Genocide or Radio Death had begun broadcasting. The station, 
officially called Free Radio and Television of the Thousand Hills, continually broadcast 
propaganda using hate speech against the Tutsi, an ethnic minority tribe. It only took several 
months for these broadcasts to escalate from words to action and for the representatives 
of another ethnic group, the Hutu, to set off on a killing spree targeting their Tutsi fellow 
citizens and neighbours. The consequences were unspeakable, and the efforts to heal the 
gaping wound have lasted decades. The International Criminal Court has recognised the 
instrumental role the radio station played in stoking ethnic conflict and the genocide that 
followed on its heels. 

It is true that using hate speech rarely leads to such catastrophic consequences and that, 
even if each act of physical violence is preceded by hostile speech, not every occasion on 
which such rhetoric is used leads to murder or physical assault. However, it is equally true 
that there is no way for us to know in advance whether the use of hate speech will escalate 
into a serious incident or tragedy because, when it does, it will be all too late. Not unlike the 
baobab seeds in The Little Prince, unless we oppose the bad seeds and destroy them while 
still seedlings or sprouts, we risk being helpless when they become fully grown plants.



How do we recognise these sprouts of hatred? By destroying them, do we not also run 
the risk of destroying good plants that are valuable to freedom of expression? The task of 
journalists presents a considerable challenge—if they are overly cautious and meticulous 
about uprooting every sprout, their writing will become sterile; their style, lifeless. If they 
let their attention slip, they may miss a bad plant and only notice when it is too late.

We, the Association of European Journalists in Bulgaria, have decided together with 
our partners to develop this Guide to help fellow journalists identify, avoid and oppose 
hate speech. We are certain that those of you reading are asking yourselves the same 
questions we are asking ourselves—where does the limit of freedom of expression lie, does 
political correctness have any value and do certain expressions or qualifications amount 
to hate speech? In order to answer these and other questions, we have sought input from 
experienced journalists, representatives of the academic community, legal professionals and 
psychoanalysts.

We would be pleased if reading this Guide inspires you to share your own 
experience and thoughts or decide to join one of the training events we organise. You 
can find us at www.aej-bulgaria.org and write to us at team@aej-bulgaria.org

https://aej-bulgaria.org/


1. WHAT IS HATE SPEECH?

Monika Schwarz-Friesel,
 “Using language as a weapon: Verbal expressions of contemporary 

antisemitism”

“Some words are like weapons, they wound like bullets. Others are like poison, 
they slowly affect the mind...“

For the purposes of this Guide, ‘hate speech’ or ‘hostile speech’ means:

• The expression of hostility, discrimination and intolerance against people on the basis of
a certain characteristic they share — race, ethnicity or nationality, religion, sex, sexual
orientation, disability, etc.

• Intolerance ostentatiously displayed as aggressive nationalism and ethnocentrism,
discrimination and hostility towards ethnic minorities, migrants and people of migrant origin.

• Hate speech also includes voicing approval or denying genocide or crimes against humanity
took place, regardless of being recognised by judgments delivered by an international court.

It becomes clear that hate speech exists where hostility is based on a certain characteristic 
shared by a group of people. If it targets an individual characteristic, it may be classified as 
an insult, but not as hate speech. 

In the case of hate speech, the person or people subjected to verbal or written aggression 
must belong to a certain group that shares at least one of the characteristics concerned. As 
explained, these characteristics may vary: race, ethnicity, religion, sex, sexual orientation, 
etc. 

All of these are an inherent component of human identity. Some, such as race and ethnic 
origin, are innate. People are born with a certain skin colour, in a certain country, as repre-
sentatives of a certain ethnic group—these characteristics are thus immutable. Others, such 
as religion, are not innate but are nevertheless part of human identity and only change in 
very rare circumstances.

These are groups of characteristics which ultimately become integral to one’s identity, 
although the individual does have power over them. They also enjoy protection against 
discrimination and hate speech, albeit to a lesser degree. An example is political affiliation. 
Criticism of a certain political doctrine is fully acceptable and is not treated as a violation of 



1. WHAT IS HATE SPEECH? the rights of its followers and proponents. However, inciting violence against the followers 
of a political movement is considered hate speech and carries the legal consequences 
corresponding to the act. 

Hate speech can be expressed verbally, through symbols or with actions. For example, 
waving the Nazi flag with the swastika symbol is considered hate speech because the symbol 
stands for the ideology that carried out the Holocaust. There is no need for the swastika 
or the Nazi salute to be accompanied by words—the message is clear and qualifies as hate 
speech.

Swastikas and graffiti extolling Hitler and Nazi ideology, which Sofia 
abounds in, are an example of hate speech and must be removed 
immediately, following the example of most European cities. A good 
idea for journalistic investigation would be to look into why the capital 
of Bulgaria, a Member State of the European Union, looks the way it 
does. Where does the responsibility for this sorry state lie? What are the 
mechanisms to address the problem and issue sanctions for disseminating 
hate speech in an urban environment?

It is important to note that the Bulgarian Constitution guarantees 
equality before the law and protection against discrimination to all 
citizens. Article 6 stipulates as follows: 

• All persons are born free and equal in dignity and rights.

• All citizens shall be equal before the law. There shall be no privileges or
restriction of rights on the grounds of race, national or social origin, ethnicity,
sex, religion, education, opinion, political affiliation, personal or social status
or property status.

Aggressive nationalism is considered hate speech when directed at members 
of other ethnic groups and countries because it expresses hostility on the 
grounds of ‘origin’.

The approval or denial of genocide is also considered hate speech because 
it impugns the sensitivities of descendants of the victims of this crime 
against humanity. Genocide denial could be construed as denial of a certain 



people’s right to existence. It is important to stress that we are talking 
about genocide and crimes against humanity recognised as such by fi-
nal, incontestable and binding judgments of the International Criminal 
Court—formally established by the London Agreement signed on 8 August 
1945. This category of crimes includes all criminal offences recognised by 
any other international tribunal established by the relevant international 
instruments and whose jurisdiction has been recognised by the respective 
country. For example, the Srebrenica massacre was recognised as genocide 
with a unanimous judgment of the International Criminal Tribunal for the 
Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), and any denial of the event would constitute 
hate speech.



WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE 
BETWEEN HATE SPEECH, INSULT 
AND SLANDER?

2.

‘The Art of Slander’, Don Basilio’s aria from Il Barbiere di 
Siviglia Gioacchino Rossini, Libretto: Cesare Sterbini

“And the poor slandered wretch, 
vilified, trampled down, 
sunk beneath the public lash, 
by good fortune, 
falls to death.”

Public figures enjoy a lower level of privacy protection as compared to 
non-public figures. Politicians are often criticised by citizens and their oppo-
nents, and a clear distinction should be made between political criticism and 
insult. Like all other citizens, politicians have the right to seek judicial redress 
if they believe that they have been insulted. However, it is inadmissible for 
citizens to be prosecuted by the State for ‘insulting’ a politician. This interpre-
tation was corroborated by the 2008 settled case-law of the European Court 

Insult means words or actions that denigrate a person’s dignity or honour. An insult always 
targets an individual and does not necessarily concern a specific characteristic of that indi-
vidual, such as race, religion, gender, sexual orientation, skin colour, nationality, disability, 
etc. Sometimes, however, this may be the case. 

Legal commentary: “Georgi is a fool”, for example, is an insult. However, “Gay Pride is full 
of disgusting gays who corrupt our children’s morality” is hate speech. With hate speech, 
the emphasis is on inciting hatred towards a group of people on the basis of a certain char-
acteristic common to the group. “Georgi is a disgusting gay” is an insult which overlaps with 
hate speech because it engenders hostility towards a person on the basis of their sexual 
orientation.

CAN WE INSULT A POLITICIAN IN 
PUBLIC?
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Slander is similar to an insult but has the specificity of making public a false or humiliating 
circumstance or falsely attributing a crime to an individual.

Legal commentary: “Georgi is a thief” would be slander if the statement were untruthful. 
Slander alleges a fact, i.e., that something either happened or did not happen. On the other 
hand, an insult contains a qualification and always refers to a specific individual. Statements 
such as “All women are bitches and must die” or “All men are idiots and must die” are 
neither insults nor slander. They are examples of hate speech based on gender. However, 
“Georgi lied like an old gypsy” may be slander if Georgi did not lie, and, in any case, it is an 
example of hate speech because it stereotypes an ethnic group by ascribing it the negative 
characteristic of lying.

STIGMATISATION

Stigmatisation involves heavy public disapproval based on or coded into external charac-
teristics. This is a form of strong condemnation on account of certain characteristics of an 
individual or people which may differ in nature; that is, they could be cultural, physical, 
intellectual, etc. Stigmatisation can be verbal or expressed through actions. For example, a 
statement made by parents on a children’s playground like “Stay away from this child, it is 
sickly and disabled” is an example of stigmatisation, which does not necessarily require the 
characteristic to be objective (gender, sexual orientation, origin, etc.). Another example of 
stigmatisation would be “A woman with brains can’t be good-looking”. Stigmatisation often 
overlaps with discrimination.

of Human Rights, which awarded compensation to Bulgarian citizen Alexander 
Kandzhov for his arrest eight years earlier for calling the then Minister of 
Justice the ‘top idiot’. In the reasoning part of its judgment, the Court empha-
sized that the Bulgarian court had acquitted the plaintiff on charges of hooli-
ganism and noted that if the statement was considered insulting, the party to 
whom it was addressed should have sought judicial redress by filing a private 
lawsuit instead of the State prosecuting the plaintiff.

9
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WHERE DO THE LIMITS OF 
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION LIE?

3.

Jaroslav Hašek,
The Good Soldier Švejk

"Everyone here [in the asylum] could say exactly what he pleased and 
what was on the tip of his tongue, just as if he was in Parliament."

Freedom of expression is one of the fundamental rights guaranteed by both international 
law and the Bulgarian Constitution. However, there are limits to freedom of expression. 
Those demarcation lines are drawn where freedom of expression encroaches on other fun-
damental rights. For example, calls for violence are not protected by the right to freedom 
of expression because they encroach on other constitutional rights, such as the right to life 
and integrity of the person, and they violate public order. 

WHAT DOES THE LAW SAY?

In accordance with Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights, Article 19 
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and Article 41 of the Bulgarian 
Constitution, citizens have the right to receive and freely disseminate information and ideas. 
In a judgement from the early 1970s, the European Court of Human Rights held that this 
right applies to both information and ideas that are favourably received, considered 
harmless or met with indifference and those that offend, shock or disturb the State or any 
sector of the population. The Court further noted that these are the requirements for 
pluralism, tolerance and broad-mindedness, which are at the heart of a democratic society. 
This means, among other things, that each formality, condition, restriction or punishment 
must be proportionate to the lawful aim sought.

THE LANDMARK CASE HANDYSIDE 
v. UNITED KINGDOM

One of the first landmark cases of the Strasbourg-based Court of Human Rights in the area 
of freedom of speech was Handyside v. The United Kingdom in 1976. Richard Handyside 
was a British national whose publishing house distributed a book which openly discussed sex, 
alcohol and drugs to schools, causing a scandal. The book was withdrawn from sale and its 
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publisher was sentenced on two counts of disseminating obscene literature and doing so for 
profit. He filed a lawsuit against the United Kingdom, arguing that his sentence violated his 
freedom of expression and the inviolability of his personal property because the authorities 
had confiscated the books. The court dismissed the charges and stated in its revolutionary 
conclusion that “[freedom of expression applies] not only to ‘information’ or ‘ideas’ that 
are favourably received as harmless or even with indifference, but also to those that offend, 
shock or disturb the State or any sector of the population.”

These clarifications are very important because they protect citizens, including the media 
and journalists, from censorship. The State may not sanction an opinion solely because it is 
disturbing or shocking. The European Convention on Human Rights outlines the only rea-
sons which may delimit the freedom of expression. These are set out in Article 10(2) of the 
Convention:

“The exercise of these freedoms, since it carries with it 
duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formal-
ities, conditions, restrictions or penalties as are prescribed 
by law and are necessary in a democratic society, in the 
interests of national security, territorial integrity or pub-
lic safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the 
protection of health or morals, for the protection of the 
reputation or rights of others, for preventing the disclo-
sure of information received in confidence, or for main-
taining the authority and impartiality of the judiciary.”

It is clear that these restrictions are few and far between and must only be imposed for very 
serious reasons. Even so, for the State to be able to prosecute offences and impose penal-
ties, each restriction or penalty must be stipulated by law. In other words, no State and no 
authority can sanction a person for reasons like, for example, protecting public morals, if 
the statement does not breach a specific provision of the law.

The same applies to hate speech: it can be prosecuted and punished by the Bulgarian au-
thorities only if it violates the provisions of existing laws. In the next chapter, we explore 
how the matter is regulated by Bulgarian legislation.

11
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HOW DOES BULGARIAN 
LEGISLATION TREAT HATE SPEECH?

4.

Bulgarian Constitution

“All people are born free and equal in dignity and rights.”

Bulgarian constitutionalism follows the international standard, and the term ‘inciting hostil-
ity’ has been introduced as the main line demarcating the limits of freedom of expression in 
Article 39(2) of the Constitution. According to the Constitutional Court, any restriction 
applicable to statements which incite hostility derives from the values—enshrined in the 
Constitution—of tolerance and mutual respect, as well as from the prohibition of propagat-
ing hatred on the basis of race, nationality, ethnicity or religion. This restriction does not 
deny protection to the plurality of mutually opposed opinions. The very essence of freedom 
of expression and opinion is based on the value of competition of ideas and the juxtaposition 
of different views.

In its Judgment № 7 of 4 June 1996 in Case № 1/96, the Constitutional Court held that 
the rights safeguarded by provisions restricting statements that incite hostility and hatred 
(hostile speech) have a level of significance which is justifiably opposed to the right to make 
such statements. The content of the latter makes no contribution to forming democratic 
opinions or expressing democratic will. Therefore, hate speech may not be legitimised as a 
component of free speech (freedom of expression).

In line with these principles, Bulgarian legislation construes these acts as a criminal of-
fence—see Article 162(1) of the Criminal Code, which stipulates as follows:

The act of propagating or inciting discrimination, violence or hatred based on race, 
nationality or ethnicity, using speech, printed materials or other means of com-
munication via electronic information systems or otherwise, shall be punishable 
by imprisonment of one up to four years and a fine in the amount of 5,000 up to 
10,000 BGN, as well as public censure.

Religious freedom is safeguarded by Article 164 of the Criminal Code, which criminalises 
the same acts as those referred to in Article 162 when committed by the same means but 
on religious grounds, envisaging even more severe punishment for violations of the freedom 
of religion:

12



It is common practice in Bulgaria for most instances of hate speech, despite being crimi-
nalised as a distinct criminal offence, to be qualified as hooliganism or ignored. Although 
this may not appear to be a serious problem at first glance, it has serious and lasting social 
consequences, as it sows hostility and draws division lines in society.

The Anti-Discrimination Act also grants protection against hate speech when the act does 
not conform to the definitions of the criminal offences envisaged in the Criminal Code. This 
protection extends to hate speech directed at different groups or their representatives who 

The act of propagating or inciting discrimination, violence or hatred based on re-
ligion, using speech, printed materials or other means of communication via elec-
tronic information systems or otherwise, shall be punishable by imprisonment of up 
to four years or probation and a fine in the amount of 5,000 up to 10,000 BGN.

Article 108 criminalises another act committed through hate speech, namely a criminal of-
fence against the republic and propagating fascist or other antidemocratic ideologies or the 
violent overthrowing of the civic and government order established by the Bulgarian Con-
stitution. This criminal act carries a punishment of up to three years of imprisonment and a 
fine of up to 5,000 BGN.

Open and direct incitement to genocide is also a prosecutable offence under Article 416(3) 
of the Criminal Code and carries the punishment of imprisonment from one to eight years. 
In 2011, Article 419a of the Criminal Code criminalised the justification, denial or gross 
understatement in any way whatsoever of the commission of crimes against peace and hu-
manity that would create a threat of violence or aim to instigate hatred towards individuals 
or groups on the grounds of race, skin colour, religion, origin, nationality or ethnicity.

It is interesting to note that although the use of hate speech was criminalised 
as early as 1968 when the Criminal Code was adopted, legal professionals 
have described Article 162 as a ‘dead article’ which the courts hardly ever 
refer to or base their judgments upon. One of the first such trials, described in 
an article by journalist Rosen Bosev on the topic, took place in Berkovitsa in 
2008—more than 40 years after the adoption of the Criminal Code—lead-
ing to the sentencing of a citizen of Roma origin. The crime he was accused of 
having committed in 2007 was the distribution of leaflets which “exposed the 
leader of the political party Ataka, Volen Siderov, as an enemy of the Roma 
in Bulgaria” in the local Roma neighbourhood. The lawsuit was filed by Volen 
Siderov acting as plaintiff.

13
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share a certain characteristic, more specifically their identity, equality and self-determina-
tion. 

There are very few cases in which penalties have been imposed on the media by the Com-
mission for Protection against Discrimination, the competent body responsible for ensuring 
compliance with the Anti-Discrimination Act. One of the first decisions of the Commission 
involving a public figure imposed a fine on journalist Martin Karbovsky for an article in 
which, according to the Commission, he used misogynist speech. Karbovsky was fined 600 
BGN because in an article published on the website Lentata he described Bulgarian politics 
as a “permanently menstruating woman of loose morals or otherwise stinking and useless”.

In its decision, the Commission noted the following: 

“As a public figure with access to a broad audience, [Karbovsky] can be seen as having 
the power to influence public opinion as compared to an author who does not enjoy his 
popularity”.

It should be noted that the limits of criticism levied against a political doctrine, party or 
ideology are broader than those of a statement targeting a certain social group that shares, 
for example, an ethnic or social characteristic. The penalties must always correspond to im-
perative public needs. They must also be proportionate, envisaged by law and well justified. 

Article 17(2) of the Radio and Television Act creates an obligation for media service pro-
viders to ensure that no programme content is created or broadcast in contravention with 
the principles laid down in Article 10 of the Act, including programmes that incite intoler-
ance and extol or justify cruelty or violence. According to the national courts, when hate 
speech is used in a radio or television programme, it must be ascertained whether it is based 
on a certain characteristic that would allow a certain group of citizens to be identified, in 
order to reasonably conclude that the act incites intolerance towards the group of citizens 
concerned.

By signing a dedicated Code of Ethics, Bulgarian media representatives have taken on a 
commitment not to publish materials inciting or promoting hatred, violence or any form 
of discrimination. They are also under obligation not to reveal the race, religion, ethnicity, 
sexual orientation or mental or physical condition of a person or people—unless such facts 
are relevant to the meaning of the publication.

14
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TO WHOM IS HATE SPEECH 
MOST OFTEN ADDRESSED?

5.

THE ROMA
According to several national representative studies conducted by the Open Society Insti-
tute, Sofia, hate speech is most often directed at members of the Roma community. 

The image of Roma people in the Bulgarian media is almost invariably negative. 
Regrettably, the Roma are nearly always depicted as a faceless mass without any 
distinctive individual characteristics or personal stories. They are essentially depicted as a 
mob. Dehumanisation is one of the manifestations of hate speech and facilitates the 
incitement of hatred against members of a certain group. When information about a 
criminal offence committed by a representative of the Roma community is reported, the 
ethnic origin of the perpetrator is very often emphasized. This leads to a phenomenon 
known as crime racialization. This is often used by political factions which exploit negative 
attitudes for political gain. At the same time, the publications that present the Roma in a 
positive light—or which are at least free of negative bias—are few and far between. This 
prevents society from grasping the real problems the Roma community faces or discussing 
and taking meaningful action to further their integration and demarginalisation. 

A media study conducted in 2017 found that 11 out of 12 headings in some of the most 
popular online media in Bulgaria used the word Roma to evoke associations with wrongdo-
ing: “A young man of Roma origin brutally assaults...”, “Roma gang up on and throw 
stones at...”, “Roma poison...”, “Roma plunder...”, “Murdered by Roma...”, “Roma stoke 
terror...”, “Roma slaughter and eat...”, “The nightmarish brutishness of Roma...”, “Roma in 
deten-tion...”. Four out of twelve headlines contained negative terms, such as: “drunk 
Roma”, 
“Roma on drugs” or “gangs of Roma” (used in two headlines). The headlines published by 
another online media that has enjoyed great popularity in recent years featured: “Roma 
man stabs...”, “gypsies steal...”, “gypsies poison...” and “gypsies rape...”. Negative 
connotations of the words ‘Roma’ and ‘gypsy’ were present in 4 out of 7 headlines in 
which they were used. Yet another online media outlet mostly (in 3 out of 4 headlines) 
featured the term ‘Roma/gypsy’ in conjunction with a negative connotation: “Roma 
slaughter...”, “Roma assault”, 
“Roma beat up...”. The words “Roma problem” were used in one out of 4 titles.

16



A study commissioned by the GLAS Foundation and conducted by TNS BBSS revealed that 
Bulgarians have predominantly negative attitudes towards representatives of the LGBTI 
community. The study further revealed that in 2018 more than 65% of Bulgarians did not 
want homosexuals as their next-door neighbours. The results were even more strongly 
negative than in 1999, when the share of Bulgarians who expressed discomfort at having 
gay people as neighbours was 54%. According to the above cited 2018 report by the Open 
Society Institute, people with a different sexual orientation as a group are the second most 
frequently targeted by hate speech after the Roma community.

The debate surrounding the adoption of the Istanbul Convention in Bulgaria was accom-
panied by numerous manipulative messages regarding the document’s content, which were 
repeated by politicians and journalists alike. Instead of the discussion focusing on the Istan-
bul Convention as an instrument designed to protect women from violence, the discussion 
centred on an apocryphal document allegedly seeking to give legitimacy to a ‘third gen-
der’—a concept that better stuck in the public mind. A popular media outlet ran the follow-
ing headline in 2018: “SCANDAL RAGES ON! An expert smashes the Istanbul Convention 

LGBTI PEOPLE

In March 2019, Parisian authorities arrested more than 20 people after an 
armed attack and arson in the Roma ghetto of the suburb Bobigny. Aggres-
sion there had been triggered by the dissemination of false information on 
social media claiming that Roma people were responsible for the abduction and 
harassment of women and children. Attacks against Roma people were also 
registered in other suburbs of Paris. The French government described the 
incident in a statement as ‘appalling’ and warned that the organised spreading 
of rumours against a community leads to violence and marginalisation. 

FROM WORDS TO ACTION
WHEN HATE MEETS FAKE NEWS
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to smithereens. It not only allows a third gender but many others as well, which will enjoy 
full protection.”

The highly speculative reporting in the media, accompanied by sheer ignorance and a lack of 
familiarity with the content of the convention itself, caused the term ‘gender’ (джендър), 
which in English merely denotes the biological sex of an individual, to evolve into an insult 
often hurled at people with different sexual orientations. 

Hate speech against the LGBTI community in recent years has also featured prominently in 
the context of anti-European propaganda and rhetoric. This has further reinforced negative 
attitudes towards the LGBTI community in Bulgaria. Social media abound in conspiracy 
theories about ‘gay dictatorships’, and the values on which the contemporary European 
society is based are openly sneered at. 

According to a report entitled Hate Speech in Bulgaria: risk areas, vulnerable groups, 
coming up with such materials, whose sole purpose is compromising the gay community, is 
used as a method of discrediting political opponents. The report further states: “The use of 
extremely homophobic rhetoric for the purpose of smearing political opponents has several 
damaging ramifications. On the one hand, the practice hardens stereotypes about gay peo-
ple. At the same time, it undermines the personal dignity of those against whom it is direct-
ed. Last but not least, such methods brutalise public discourse and wholly corrupt political 
discourse.”

Increasingly frequent instances of verbal and physical aggression against 
LGBTI people in Bulgaria are yet further proof that hate speech regrettably 
often escalates into action. One of the most brutal examples was the mur-
der of 25-year-old medical student Mihail Stoyanov in Borisova Gradina in 
2008. The victim was assaulted and beaten to death because the perpetrators 
believed that he looked gay. In 2019, the same events were repeated, only 
this time the outcome was luckily not lethal. Galya Petrova’s encounter with 
the stranger who assaulted her in the centre of Sofia because of her sexual 
orientation ended with her losing two teeth. The perpetrator remains unidenti-
fied. This type of assault is so common and widespread that, one year later, an 
ugly incident in which teenagers with extremist views organised a homophobic 
rally, threw eggs and paving stones and came to blows with other children in a 
Plovdiv park was simply bound to happen. Such crimes are rarely qualified as 
having hate-motivated attributes, and in the rare cases where the perpetrators 
do get prosecuted, they are usually charged with mere hooliganism. 

FROM WORDS TO ACTION
CRIMES AGAINST LGBTI PEOPLE IN BULGARIA
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Over a period of several years (more specifically, the period between 2013 and 2017), 
refugees and asylum seekers shouldered the bulk of the burden ‘traditionally’ reserved for 
the Roma, notably as the image incarnate of public enemy number one. 2013 was a year of 
great anxiety in Bulgaria. The political situation was highly volatile. Two large-scale sub-
sequent protests demanded the government’s resignation. Until mid-2013, refugees had 
hardly been a topic in the Bulgarian media. At that time, more specifically in late August 
and early September 2013, public attention sharply focused on the refugee problem, with 
many politicians from various political parties and factions jumping on the bandwagon and 
starting to mention refugees in their speeches and statements. News about asylum seekers 
and refugees already dominated Bulgarian media by September 2013.

Reports on these vulnerable groups appeared to present refugees in a light that sought to 
imprint on public perceptions that this group was a public threat. Such negative imagery 
first came from public statements made by politicians who sought to present refugees as 
dangerous elements, criminals and even terrorists. 

At the end of August and the beginning of September 2013, Bulgarian newspapers were 
running headlines and stories on refugees and asylum seekers on their front pages.  

In the period from 2013 to 2017, hate speech against refugees was so prevalent in the me-
dia that a survey conducted by Sova Harris and published at the beginning of 2016 revealed 
that fully 60% of Bulgarians feared refugees.

REFUGEES
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According to the above cited report from 2018, Bulgarian Turks are one of the less fre-
quently targeted groups in terms of hate speech in the public domain in recent years. How-
ever, there are still instances of anti-Turkish minority rhetoric in the media, particularly 
during election campaigns. 

In the context of elections, Bulgarian Turks are most often mentioned in association with 
“busloads of immigrants returning to overturn the legitimate vote of Bulgarians”. In these 
cases, sources of hate speech most often talk about ‘trampling’ or ‘restricting’ the rights of 
Bulgarian Turks. 

As in other instances, such words have been known to escalate into actions. For example, 
representatives of the nationalist parties VMRO and NSFSB blocked the border with Tur-
key and did not allow voters holding dual citizenship to exercise their right to vote in 2017. 

Hate speech directed at different nationalities is typically present in the media in the con-
text of political campaigns and situations. For example, speculations that millions of Bul-
garians and Romanians would migrate to the United Kingdom immediately after the two 
countries’ accession to the European Union were widespread in the UK media and exploited 
for political gain by anti-European factions. It was alleged that this collective image of the 
enemy would steal British jobs and lower wages. Bulgarians and Romanians were effective-
ly portrayed antagonistically by the very same extreme right-wing political powers which 
have, for more than a decade afterwards, been the main political proponents of the United 
Kingdom’s exit from the European Union. 

A random example of hate speech against a given nationality in the Bulgarian media is the 
following statement made by a Bulgarian actor regarding Greeks: “I take my holidays on the 
Bulgarian Black Sea coast and will support Bulgarian tourism. Not because I am a chau-
vinist. I will support it to hurt Greek business because Greeks hate us in their guts and are 
always ready with a handy lie but will go even further and buy and sell us to their mothers.”

THE BULGARIAN TURKISH MINORITY

FOREIGNERS

The media and journalists have a moral duty not to allow hatred to 
take root and thrive in society, particularly through the intentional 
sabotage of the public agenda by shaping perceptions of an ‘invisible 
enemy’ to cover up political problems—as is often the case, particu-
larly when populist goals are being pursued.  
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Gender-based hate speech is also a feature of Bulgarian society and is therefore present in 
the Bulgarian media. The debate surrounding Bulgaria’s ratification of the Istanbul Conven-
tion has revealed the extent to which this problem is underestimated in the country. 

Women who become victims of violence perpetrated by their current or former partners or 
sexual harassment in the workplace are often insulted and suffer secondary victimisation 
through accusations or insinuations that they ‘deserved’ it or that they were ‘asking’ for it. 
Such messages often make their way into the media. Moreover, the media will sometimes 
reveal the identity of victims of sexual violence, which yet again exposes them to the risk 
of secondary victimisation and public humiliation on the part of acquaintances and strangers 
online. 

Bulgarian courts also often do not criminalize overt crimes committed with misogynistic 
motives, as such. Similar is the case in 2013 when then-21-year-old N.S. was covered with 
oil paint in Plovdiv by her ex-boyfriend and two of his friends. The three video-record-
ed their act and posted it on social networks, explicitly stating that it was for revenge for 
infidelity, although N.S. was no longer in an intimate relationship with that person. The act 
was committed for the purpose of “edification” and public lynching. Despite the apparently 
misogynistic context, this circumstance was not taken into account by the court and the 
three were sentenced to pay 1,500 BGN for hooliganism.

WOMEN

In a report entitled Prevention through Awareness, published in 2020, the 
Intelday Foundation and Perceptica tracked media reporting on domestic and 
gender-based violence in the mainstream Bulgarian media. The results of the 
study strongly indicate that Bulgarian media outlets tend to view the phe-
nomenon of domestic and gender-based violence (DGBV) through the lens 
of police reports or those drawn up by public institutions. As a result, 
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approximately half of the news items analysed (almost 15,000 in total) are 
neutral and only report the facts, without offering an in-depth analysis or em-
phasizing the feelings of those involved. The trivialisation of DGBV is the second 
prevailing category which reveals a serious problem in the media reporting of an 
exceptionally important social problem. A significant number of media sources 
pay greater attention to the shocking and sensational aspect of these cases, con-
tributing little or nothing to launching broader public discussion of DGBV.
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JEWS
Hate speech directed at the Bulgarian Jewish community is mostly an online phenomenon, 
often rearing its ugly head on blogs and websites used for political propaganda as well as in 
social media. 

This type of language almost invariably goes hand in hand with global conspiracy theories. 
A random blog asserts the following: “The underlying reason for antisemitism is that Jewish 
illuminati and their masonic servants have usurped control of society. They have a tendency 
to monopolise business, politics and culture.” These blogs and websites frequently feature 
denials of the Holocaust. Anti-Jewish hate speech is also common offline, for example, in 
the form of Nazi symbols on the walls of many buildings or tattooed on the bodies of foot-
ball hooligans.

Hate speech directed at Jewish people in the media is not so direct, but it does creep in as 
an element of conspiracy theories revolving around US billionaire George Soros, who is 
Jewish. The coined word ‘sorosoids’, which carries strong negative connotations, is now 
firmly established in mainstream political discourse and is regularly used by conservative 
politicians and media. The organisation of Jewish people in Bulgaria, Shalom, recently made 
public its position against the use of such rhetoric by a Bulgarian deputy prime minister in 
August 2020.

Contemporary forms of antisemitism have also been making inroads into the populist 
discourse of radical nationalists. Antisemitic attacks, such as several acts of vandalism in 
June of 2020—when 56 swastikas, symbols of racism and antisemitism, were spray painted 
overnight on the grounds of the Jewish cemetery and a playground in Sofia—are becoming 
an increasingly common occurrence.

PEOPLE WITH ALCOHOL AND DRUG 
ADDICTION
In cases of crimes or the disturbance of public order committed under the influence of 
alcohol and drugs, the lack of effective law enforcement contributes to even deeper stigma-
tisation of people with alcohol and drug addictions. Instead of receiving help and support, 
society’s commitment to them very often ends with labelling them as alcoholics and junkies. 
Thus, the vicious circle closes.
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If we try to consider attitudes about people with addictions in Bulgaria 
through the prism of hate speech, we should start with the term ‘junkie’.  
We never really gave up the Soviet school of thought and understanding 
of addictions, hence the stigmatisation of people with substance abuse 
problems clearly evident from the use of ‘junkie’, which implicitly carries 
strong negative connotations and is intrinsically linked to the idea that the 
only former drug addict is a dead drug addict. Thinking about the problem 
through the lens of such prejudice renders any preventive action futile, 
although it has been scientifically proven that addiction is a chronic illness 
and there are a number of highly effective practices in the treatment and 
rehabilitation of people suffering from addiction. 

The media reporting of addiction-related problems is often next to non-
existent and highly judgmental, reaching extremes on occasion such as 
“Icon painter kills a thieving drug addict”. Although this headline is 
factual at first glance, it does create a strong impression of there be-
ing a logical connection: a drug addict and thief getting his just desserts. 
Those with mental illness are similarly depicted. A number of intense, 
unconscious emotions, anxieties and defences against them play a major 
role in shaping public attitudes and therefore the forms of treatment for 
and policies on people dependent on psychoactive substances. This puts 
a spanner in the works of efforts to properly think through the problem. 
Stigmatisation, condescension, restrictive policies and approaches that are 
either too direct or aim to segregate people with addictions from the rest 
of society are examples of typical reactions to processes that society at 
large is not even aware of. Public policy (to varying degrees in different 
countries) displays a certain propensity towards prosecuting and imposing 
punishments rather than seeking to provide support, effective prevention 
and treatment. This abdication from the problem can be seen in both the 
total lack of public financing for effective treatment and prevention pro-
grammes and severe punishments of imprisonment and, in some countries, 
even death sentences.

COMMENTARY BY A PSYCHOLOGIST
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People with physical or mental disabilities are also often targeted by hate speech. The vi-
cious circle of stigmatisation affects the entire range of mental illness. Very often, problems 
relating to the commission of crimes by people with mental illnesses are reported with the 
laconic “Madman commits a crime”. Reporting on the prevention of such crimes, particular-
ly through effective institutional interventions, is nearly absent. It is not unreasonable to 
speculate that many crimes could probably be prevented if the need for mental healthcare 
were better understood. However, the topic is rarely discussed in Bulgaria. 

At best, the mentally ill are neglected by society and placed in remote institutions in small 
towns and villages, fostering conditions that make abuse commonplace. In 2020, the Com-
mittee for the Prevention of Torture of the Council of Europe strongly condemned these 
institutions, having found that the residents there are systematically bound to their beds 
using restaints, beaten with sticks and viciously abused.

The Bulgarian media offers some, albeit relatively infrequent, examples of hate speech 
directed at other societal groups which are not traditionally considered to be the target 
of discrimination, inequality or negative stereotypes. This role is traditionally reserved for 
pensioners and representatives of certain professions like doctors, teachers, politicians, 
journalists or sometimes judges and lawyers. This is evident from the following headlines: 
“For murderers in white coats, both the Hippocratic Oath and the Criminal Code are irrel-
evant!”, “The Physician – Saviour or Killer”. In other cases, expressions such as “greedy 
teachers”, “corruptible journalists”, “corrupt cops” or “thieving politicians” have been used.

The last example is common and, though rooted in reality, it nevertheless demonstrates an 
entire professional group being stereotyped, which has harmful consequences. Painting all 
politicians with the same brush of negativity does not help to showcase positive develop-
ments and the people behind them, nor does it encourage young people to take up politics 
and work for the achievement of noble and effective ideas. Naturally, hate speech directed 
at these groups does not carry a penalty, unlike discrimination, which is explicitly enumerat-
ed in the Criminal Code. However, this does not mean that it is acceptable from the point of 
view of professional integrity and journalistic ethics.

PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

REPRESENTATIVES OF OTHER GROUPS
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WHAT ARE THE REASONS FOR 
HATE SPEECH FROM A PSYCHOLOGICAL 
POINT OF VIEW?

6.

Rada Naslednikova, clinical psychologist and psychotherapist

People need to build their own individual identity in relation to a group’s identity by con-
structing an ‘other’, i.e., ‘not me’. They thusly identify with a limited, idealised group. At 
a social and economic level, this internal trend may be used to establish relationships of 
domination and control. According to Altman, racism and xenophobia are a telling example 
of this need—pink-skinned and brown-skinned people thinking of themselves as ‘white’ and 
‘black’ and ascribing social and economic problems to genetic factors.

We want to believe that our cruelty, greed, passivity, incapability and dependence are ex-
ternal to us. We thus ‘spit out’ unbearable feelings and impulses and ascribe them to ‘oth-
ers’. Rejection and hatred help keep these feelings and impulses on the outside. Thus, the 
‘not-me’ group begins to contain the feelings and impulses that we find unbearable, and that 
group is internalised by the ego because it contains some of its elements. We are thus ef-
fectively trying to hold on to the idealisation of ‘our group’, but others in fact also become 
part of the individual and group ‘ego’. For white people to exist, there must be black people 
(and vice versa); for us to be normal, others must be abnormal; for us to be good people, 
there must be bad people. This distinction is even present in children’s games in which young 
players tend to split into groups of ‘ours’ and ‘yours’.  

Sometimes people do not consciously see themselves as racist or homophobic, but these 
attitudes surface in certain situations and can find various expressions, including through 
language: “I don’t mind gay people, as long as they don’t shove it in my face”, “I don’t mind 
the Roma, but I wouldn’t adopt a gypsy child”, etc. Hatred, fear of different people, the 
distinction between ‘ours’ and ‘yours’ and the tendency to discriminate are all part of our 
internal world and therefore the social context. We are born with the natural inclination to 
perceive ourselves, objects and the world as ‘good’ and ‘bad’.

Hate speech is propaganda that links these internal, irrational tendencies, giving a false 
interpretation of historical, social and cultural phenomena. It creates a distorted inter-
nal logic, an idea of fairness and an understanding of justice which causes revanchism to 

HATE SPEECH AS PART OF THE INDIVIDUAL

HATE AS POLITICAL CURRENCY
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There is a debate as to the extent to which hate towards those who are different from us is a 
natural psychological and social process and whether an analogy to the animal world is justi-
fied. However, the human psyche and society are much more complex, and we can accept that 
our ability to think and learn from experience is the main evolutionary advantage of human be-
ings. The roots of hatred for different groups on the basis of personal characteristics is a form 
of primitive thinking based on emotions and twisted interpretations which carry as a conse-
quence even more and stronger hatred, as well as the risk of falling into a vicious circle. There 
are very complex economic, social, cultural and psychological aspects at play in discrimination, 
stigmatisation and hatred, and they are interlinked. No large group of people exists whose 
behaviour is not determined by crowd psychology, unless regulations are put in place. Any 
large group that is united by its hatred of another one on the basis of a partial characteristic is 
dangerous and easy to rule—something that happens far too often—and use for political gain.

The media also has a regulatory role to play, and it is highly important whether a given piece 
of information will provoke a direct emotional response or leave room for thoughtful consid-
eration and taking the time to properly grasp causal relationships.

There is a false yet popular perception often used by populist politicians that hatred and rejection 
are instruments for addressing social problems: we hate drug addicts, and this will lower demand 
and curb the distribution of drugs; we mock overweight people, which will magically cause them 
to switch to a healthy diet; we prohibit sexual education in schools, and adolescents will suddenly 
lose all interest in sex. Then these problems seem to simply vanish into thin air. 

Social processes, however, are much more complex. The reasons for hatred are emotional and 
deeply rooted, and people are not even aware of the fears and protection mechanisms which this 
type of pseudo-morality only masks. This, in turn, does not help address but rather deepens the 
respective problems and causes them to deteriorate. An example of such a process is directing 

trump regulation. Hatred on the grounds of a personal characteristic or one’s belonging to 
a certain group leads to a twisted perception of causal relations and makes it impossible to 
overcome problems such as poverty, crime and health. 

If a group of people are frequently and publicly dehumanised and painted in a negative light 
using derogative terms, this invariably provokes violence, which the perpetrator will see as 
justified. This creates a risk of violence becoming socially acceptable. The more common and 
widespread the allegations, the greater the likelihood that they will eventually become the 
norm. Hatred can be misconstrued as a tradition or even a moral obligation, i.e., as some-
thing entirely positive.

IS IT HUMAN OR PRIMITIVE TO 
HATE THOSE WHO ARE DIFFERENT?

THE PROBLEM LIES IN THE LACK OF SOLUTIONS
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discontent with economic problems to the poorest in society instead of the government.  Populism 
exploits emotional tendencies for political gain. Pseudo-rational explanations are offered that 
mask the deep-running emotional reasons for such hatred. 

Discrimination may be viewed as a psychological protection mechanism which can be used to 
enhance feelings of power, define identity, reinforce belonging to a particular group or escape to 
the recesses of pseudo-consciousness. In any case, it is a phenomenon that may become social-
ly acceptable and lead to something which Adela Abella calls ‘everyday-life fundamentalism’. 
Fundamentalism is meant in the sense of identifying with a doctrine, a state in which ‘reasons’ for 
hatred and aggression may emerge that have little or nothing in common with reality. These ra-
tionalisations replace thinking without us even being aware of the process. In fact, this is a child-
ish, narcissistic state of mind which ‘purges’ any anxiety or psychological conflict, filling oneself 
with elation and excitement. ‘We’ are thus potential victims of the ‘bad guys’, who are defined on 
the basis of partial, visible characteristics and always remain ‘outside’. This also acts as protection 
against the fear of death because, by directing our hatred at those outside our group (which we 
perceive as ‘good’), we identify with something that will continue to exist after our own death. 

Klaus Theweleit gives examples of this with calls targeting foreign nationals and migrants of the 
extreme right Nazi organisation National Socialist Underground (Nationalsozialistischer Unter-
grund in German) in Germany, whose leaders shout to an applauding crowd full of hatred, “Do 
you want to be timid sheep or wolves who tear them apart?” 

Hate breeds hate, and properly understanding this can help us break the vicious circle. Hatred be-
tween different groups can masquerade as seemingly liberal ideas and can thus be identical to the 
hatred of extreme conservatism. Both can be used as a psychological refuge, saving us from inter-
nal emotional conflicts. In this sense, it is also a good idea to stay away from demonising hetero-
sexual white men because that trope also breeds hatred. In trying to understand the real reasons 
behind different phenomena, we should also consider the reasons why men are prone to displaying 
more militant postures and greater aggression. Certain factors of traditional upbringing, such as 
the taboo of expressing fear, sadness and pain, are present in the gender-specific social ideal of 
a strong man who is fully in control of his emotions. This is largely the root of sexism towards 
women, also traditional and even extreme in some societies. At its heart, we find the anger and 
fear that a woman can excite a man, ‘causing him’ to lose control.

The recognition and rejection of hate speech helps to manage and discard these processes, giving 
society the power to regulate hate and aggression. The opposite validates hate and aggression, 
promoting the substitution of thinking for pseudo knowledge, which thwarts social progress. The 
recognition and rejection of hate speech also helps us to sift through prejudice and seek the real 
causes underlying our problems.
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Martin Luther King

“Returning hate for hate multiplies hate, adding deeper darkness to a night 
already devoid of stars. Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do 
that.”

WHAT ARE THE CONSEQUENCES OF 
HATE SPEECH AT THE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
LEVEL: PERSONAL AND COLLECTIVE?

7.

Hate begets hate. When it escalates, tolerance, thinking and emotional control become all 
but impossible. Some would venture the opinion that limiting hate speech is tantamount 
to limiting freedom of speech. If we understand the essence and the underlying reasons 
of hate and hate-motivated crimes, it will be easier to grasp that it is incompatible with 
freedom. The pressure of emotion puts us as individuals in a state of non-freedom and 
makes it difficult for us to regulate our behaviour. Hatred is contagious, hence its avalanche 
effect with unpredictable consequences. It is important to note that all freedoms, including 
the freedom of expression, have limits. One of those limits is hate speech because it 
encroaches on other constitutional rights, such as the right to life, dignity and personal 
rights, public and constitutional order, the right to self-determination, etc. Hate speech 
must be curbed, but this is not enough to change perceptions and attitudes. The roots 
of hatred must be studied in their entirety. This presupposes causal links as well as an 
understanding of the motives of hatred and aggression and their consequences. In order to 
achieve such understanding, we must strive for neutral and critical thinking with respect to 
all participants in public domain processes (including those seized by hatred). However, this 
understanding does not exclude recognising and limiting acts of hate speech as well as any 
other form of violence. 

In view of the major importance of media, the recognition and refusal to support hate 
speech is of fundamental importance to society and public discourse. Populism and 
totalitarianism find expression through language, too, and they are widely used as key 
instruments by authoritarian regimes and fundamentalist organisations. There is a direct 
link between hate speech and hate-motivated crimes. It may take on many different forms: 
from those sexist and racist jokes perceived as ‘innocent’ to its powerful political and 
religious instrumentalization. Its recognition, however, must be qualitative, and not (only) 
quantitative because fear and hatred are the root cause of many problems: from infantile 
behaviour and school harassment to the monstrous proportions of historical phenomena 
such as the Holocaust.
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Our unconscious tendency towards discrimination and attempt to idealise ourselves by iden-
tifying with ‘our tribe’ and devaluing ‘others’ have been the basis of many events in human 
history, a great number of which we can see repeated to this day: genocide, wars, stripping 
women of rights, criminalisation of sexual orientation, stigmatisation of people with mental 
illness—leading to death sentences, exorcisms, the view of hysteria as a pretence or the 
establishment of special hospitals (‘asylums’) with unwelcoming, inhumane conditions, away 
from public scrutiny and the eyes of fellow men—domestic violence based on the assump-
tion that women are lesser than and therefore subordinate to men, the development of 
eating disorders after being bullied and harassed for having bodily imperfections and so on 
and so forth. 

Hate speech breeds hate and disgust with the representatives of certain groups, thereby 
indirectly justifying and possibly escalating acts of violence against them. Victims of hate 
speech are exposed to higher risks of developing mental distress as compared to victims of 
other violent crimes. People who have been victims of crimes based on prejudice are much 
more likely to develop post-traumatic stress, anxiety over their personal safety, depression, 
anxiety, anger and suicidal tendencies. Furthermore, due to the humiliation and stigma these 
crimes carry, they often go unreported. 

Hate-motivated crimes send a message to the entire group to which the victim of the crime 
belongs: that they are unwanted in the community. In this way, the group is victimised as a 
whole. When a person becomes the victim of a crime, this may unlock mental distress and 
lower self-esteem in other representatives of the same group. Some studies (McCoy and 
Major, 2003) suggest that in a society which rejects sexism, insults by people who openly 
define themselves as sexist cause fewer or less severe depressive symptoms as compared to 
the same insults coming from people who do not define themselves in that way. And atti-
tudes are largely shaped by how events are presented in the media. 

A possible protective mechanism against the pain caused by aggression is to identify with 
the aggressor. This is an unconscious attempt to escape a humiliating position, of idealising 
the perpetrator of violence in an attempt to ‘swallow’ part of their power.  This may lead to 
self-denial and self-harm as well as violence towards other members of the specific group 
to which the victim also belongs. The process is well illustrated by certain atrocious tradi-
tions such as female genital mutilation, which enjoys wide support in the societies in which it 
is practised, largely among older women who have already become victims of this practice.
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BY WAY OF CONCLUSION8.

Viktor Frankl, 
Man’s Search for Meaning

“Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human 
freedoms—to choose one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances, to 
choose one’s own way.”

Hate speech is neither a right nor a fully legitimate limitation of the freedom of expression. 
The consequences of hatred may be extremely serious and unpredictable in the long run. We 
should therefore not dismiss it as something harmless or as only ‘just words’ that do not 
cause any harm to anyone. 

These negative consequences may be felt both by individuals and by members of a group, as 
well as by everyone in society.

However, the refusal to succumb to and use hate speech does not equate embracing political 
correctness. In recent years, the term ‘political correctness’ has taken on negative connota-
tions and is frequently understood as pressure to conform and treat certain topics as taboo. 
Therefore, some people frequently find excuses for hate speech by claiming to use it in 
protest of such tabooing.

In fact, authentic journalism does not shy away from real problems but rather attempts to 
explore and present them. Hate speech is refusing to take an in-depth approach to prob-
lems. For example, the use of ethnic stereotypes when describing certain types of crime 
prevents us from gaining a deeper understanding of the issues or getting to the bottom of 
problems which could be the result of excluding entire communities, marginalising them and 
condemning generations to poverty and a lack of education. 

Each person has the right to their beliefs and opinions on a wide array of political issues, 
such as migration and social policy, and so do we as journalists. However, our task is to 
explore, honestly and openly, all aspects of problems, not perpetuate or use ready cliches 
and stereotypes.

Let us not forget that, regardless of circumstances, we choose our attitudes and are equally 
responsible ourselves for the choices we make. It is up to us whether to add more darkness 
or drive it out with light.
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